ROBOTIC PROCESS
AUTOMATION (RPA)

®

Seeing information beyond your data

What is Robotic Process Automation?
Robotic process automation (RPA) is the use of software with machine learning capabilities to handle
high-volume, repeatable tasks that previously required humans to perform.

Do You Need RPA For Your Organization?
Do you have everyday processes and tasks that are time-consuming, repetitive, and take away time from
focusing on more meaningful work? Robotic Process Automation gives your agency or organization a way to
increase productivity and allow your team(s) to switch their focus to more thought-provoking tasks. RPA
solutions eliminate human data-entry errors that can cause increased processing times, ensure compliance of
processes, and improve the accuracy of your data. Once the RPA software has been trained to capture and
interpret the actions of specific processes in existing software applications, it can then manipulate data, trigger
responses, initiate new actions, and communicate with other systems autonomously.
Approach

How Do Our Customers Benefit?
cBEYONData is building RPA Solutions for multiple federal agencies that transform and streamline workflow
and are tailored to users’ specific needs while making better use of the existing technology. Our approach
starts with a careful step by step business assessment before technical Robotic Process Automation (RPA or
Bot) development work is started, which includes meeting all security standards required within your agency.
Our process is collaborative with our customers and allows organizations to automate functions at a fraction
of the cost. RPA is non-intrusive in nature as it does not require changes or replacements to existing systems.
Business Benefits
COST SAVINGS - RPA enables agencies to do more with

COMPLIANCE - Ability to comply to regulatory

less. The robots cover the manual repetitive processes while
humans can focus on the more complex analytical analysis

requirements

PRODUCTIVITY GAIN - Increase in processed volumes

within the defined unit time, coupled with a decrease in
turnaround time and an improved AHT
BUSINESS AGILITY - Enabling businesses to act at a faster

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION - Automation leading to
customer satisfaction (Example: contact center
automation, resolving customer inquiries at a faster pace)
FLEXIBILITY - If there is an unexpected spike in volume,

robots enable you to scale up or down as required

pace than before
QUALITY IMPROVEMENTS / ERROR REDUCTION - Robots

run as configured with a 0% error rate
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How Can RPA Help?

BETTER DATA
ACCURACY

IMPROVED
COMPLIANCE

SIGNIFICANT
TIME AND
COST SAVINGS

COMPLETELY
SCALABLE

INCREASED
PRODUCTIVITY

Examples of Automations “Bots”
Add / Update / Close User Accounts

High Volume Journal Entries

Asset Capitalization

Loading the Budget

Assets Disposition

Obligation Close Outs

Budget Reclassification

Reclassifying Time Sheet Entries

Cash Reconciliations

Reconciling / Reclassifying Payroll Expenses

Close Expired Vendor / Payee Records

TROR Analysis

Contract Close Outs

Vendor Maintenance

Data Act Reporting

For more information, Please Contact:
Dave Schmidtknecht | Principal
davids@cbeyondata.com
Michael Huffman | Vice President
michael.huffman@cbeyondata.com

cBEYONData is an ISO 9001:2015 certified Economically
Disadvantaged Woman-Owned Small Business (EDWOSB)
utilizing NAICS codes: 541511 (Primary), 511210, 541219,
541512, 541513, 541519, 541611, 541618, and 561110.
GSA Schedule 70: GS-35F-083AA
GSA PSS: GS00F205CA
NASA SEWP V (Bundled CFO Control Tower Pricing Through
Carahsoft): NNG15SC27B
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